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In this memoir of her 40 weeks and five days in hell, Andrea Askowitz takes an unflinching look at

her pregnant life from struggling with hormones to poor body image to a self imposed exile from

family to take us on a ride through the turbulence of single lesbian motherhood. Along the way we

meet her liberal parents as they struggle with their daughter's choices, the lover she longs to

reconnect with who goes M.I.A. before the pregnancy, the friends who turn out to be no help at all

and strangers who offer up some unlikely kindness. Andrea presents herself real, raw, impossibly

cranky yet deeply touching with her self-deprecating dark sense of humor that will make you wince

or better yet send you into uncontrollable fits of laughter
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This book may have a rubber ducky on it and a baby born at the end of it, but beyond that, it has

little to do with most parenting/pregnancy books, and the fact that Askowitz is single or a lesbian

aren't, ultimately, what sets it apart so much as her outlook. She's supposed to be ecstatic; she split

up with her long-term girlfriend and went through the rounds of picking out a sperm donor

specifically so she could become the mom she's longed to be.But she's not happy. At all. She

misses her girlfriend fiercely, and is still dealing with the harrowing death of her lifelong friend. Both

of these events, the breakup and the loss of her friend, form the backdrop to the growing life inside

of her. Yet they don't stop Askowitz from being scathingly hilarious, sparing no one, including her

siblings, parents, extended family, friends, exes, coworkers and Lesbian Camping. When talking

about how her ex-girlfriend Kate gained 40 pounds while they were together, Askowitz doesn't hide



her revulsion, and upon being asked "Would you want my body?" Askowitz replies "No, but it's

perfect on you." Askowitz then wonders, "Why couldn't I have said nothing, or changed the

subject?" It might be tough to take if your its recipient, but as a reader, Askowitz has taken her best

moments and turned them into something that readers can laugh at.Oh, and she also rightly calls

Sex and the City on a particularly self-loathing moment, which  probably won't let me repost (it has

the "p" word in it). Prepare for a lot of profanity. Prepare to sometimes get sick of Askowitz's

whining. Prepare to laugh uproariously at very simple but moments, like her reflections on one of

her potential sperm donors: "5599's brother was diagnosed and treated for obsessive-compulsive

disorder at 21.

A sure testament to a writer's talent is her ability to draw and hold a reader for whom the subject

matter is congenitally unfamiliar. Andrea Askowitz has lots of talent: her comic tale of the hormonal

trainwreck that was her Left Coast pregnancy without a partner kept me - a homosexual,

non-Jewish man from the East Coast with no intention of raising children -- in stitches from start to

finish. Never has schadenfreude been so sweet.After breaking up with her girlfriend of five years,

Askowitz decides to try pregnancy alone. She goes to the sperm bank, sifts through donors, falls in

love with her OB/GYN, becomes deeply depressed, disses her brother, obsesses over everything

that could go wrong, self-diagnoses non-existent cancer, gets "fat," learns what "doula" and a

thousand other strange words mean, and ultimately gives birth to a child. Some of the fun along the

way is certainly born of her self-absorption and misery and malcontentedness, but Askowitz is

looking for witness as much as laughs. She imagines a party in which she invites her closest

friends, insists they wear black and listen to her recite her top ten complaints about her life. "Thank

you for coming," she writes. "Do not have fun."Askowitz writes in a manner so immediate that the

emotional surges, flashes of envy and of fury, and instant judgments as to people's worth are

visceral. I didn't like those people Askowitz didn't like, and for those who complained about

Askowitz's uncensored mouth, I stood by her in saying, Get used to it! I even winced when her

nether parts ripped from stem to stern during birth.A selection of some of Askowitz's choice humor:*

Days before Askowitz gives birth, "Nurse Jones ...
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